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Here at HERO, we know that creating great presentations, lesson 
plans and training sessions needs to be quick and simple. As a 
busy presenter, you want to focus on your presentation content, 
without having to worry about learning complicated software.

INDIVIDUAL CANVAS ZONES: Simply click on our ZONE 
options within the toolbar and HERO BOARD will devide your canvas into 
individual areas, each utilising different colours. Great for multi-users and 

MATHS & SCIENCE HERO: Included within HERO BOARD you'll find a 
useful set of interactive maths tools including:  Interactive Compass, Interactive 
Protractor, Interactive Shape Creator, Pie Chart Creator, and Formula Maker.

INFINITE CANVAS AREA: No need to create multiple slides for 
your lesson plans and presentations with HERO BOARD. The expansive 
canvas allows you add as many elements to your presentation as you like. 
The only limitation, is your own imagination.

FLOATING TOOLBAR: HERO BOARD's nifty floating toolbar 
works on top of every software program available, and allows 
presenters to add their own annotations. Add notes on top of 
Powerpoint presentations, Word Documents and even Video files!.

HERO Board!   
Simple intuitive whiteboard software 



Robust touchscreen technology designed
to offer users a high-quality, no-nonsense
presentation experience. 
Here at HERO we understand what teachers and presenters want 
from their interactive technology, that's why we created our 
touchscreen range to be simple and easy to use.

With easily accessible, front-facing connectivity ports, buttons, 
integrated speakers and incredibly intuitive whiteboard 
software, users can concentrate on the job in hand.

Whether you are presenting a lesson, training session or 
corporate presentation, HERO's built-in annotation tools
allow you to interact and enhance any third
party software program including video!

The highest build quality and performance go
without saying, and is backed by our 5 year
manufacturer warranty to give users peace of mind.
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Ideal for presentation environments 
where space is a premium, the HERO 
TOUCH 55 provides all the functionality of 
our larger models, and is ideal for small 
classrooms.

Regardless of size, all HERO touchscreens 
are powered by Android, and come with 
HERO BOARD & HERO TOOLBAR software 
as standard. 5mm Anti-Reflective, Gorilla 
Glass is standard, for peace of mind.

HERO HD SERIES     

HERO TOUCH 55 HERO TOUCH 65

Currently the most popular HERO TOUCH 
model, the HERO TOUCH 65 offers great 
value for money. Built to be robust and 
simple to use, the 65” screen is used in 
a multitude of environments including 
education, corporate training and military 
establishments.

All HERO touchscreens provide 10 point 
touch, and the ability to annotate over 
third-party software such as Powerpoint, 
Word or Video.

1080P Full High Definition Touchscreen Range

HERO TOUCH 75

The HERO TOUCH 75 is rapidly becoming the 
go-to touchscreen for larger presentation 
environments, where presenters need to 
be seen and heard. Highly responsive touch 
capabilities provide slick, professional 
presentations every time. All HERO 
touchscreens come with built-in, twin 10w 
speakers providing your presentations with 
crisp, clear audio.



HERO TOUCH 65 ULTRA HERO TOUCH 75 ULTRA

The HERO ULTRA range is perfect for 
environments looking to future proof their 
hardware offering. Our 4K UHD touch panel 
range offer users all of the features available 
in our Full HD range, but with the additional 
kick of Ultra High Definition performance!

Perfectly priced to compete with the 
best in the market, the HERO TOUCH 75 
ULTRA is rapidly becoming on of the most 
popular models in the HERO range. An ideal 
replacement size for traditional whiteboards 
in both classrooms and training rooms.

HERO UHD SERIES     
4K Ultra High Definition Touchscreen Range
Ultra HD has four times the resolution of traditional HD displays, 4K Ultra HD offers a massive 
improvement in picture clarity over existing HD resolutions.



HERO ACTIVITY TABLE 1

The HERO Activity Table 1 provides the perfect solution 
for nursery schools and reception classrooms. Built 
with early learners in mind, this unique touch table is 
designed to offer a host
of user options. Fully tiltable, the HERO AT1 can be used
in any position you like. Perfect for presentations or
videos when vertical, or as a collaborative Activity
Table in one simple movement.

HERO Activity Tables are built with the very latest PCAP 
touchscreen technology, and include a built-in PC
providing full Windows functionality. 

HERO ACTIVITY TABLE 2

If you’re looking for a touch table with a little more 
lift, then the HERO AT2 is the perfect solution. 
Available in both 32” and 42” versions, the HERO 
AT2 includes a powered height adjuster. Just like the 
HERO AT1, this table is fully tiltable and can be used 
for an array of activities including presentations and 
collaborative gaming activities.

A fully flush touch surface and a high gloss lacquered 
finish, provide easy cleaning, and all HERO Activity 
Tables include a range of safety features including 
locking wheels and a soft tilt buffering mechanism.

HERO ACTIVITY TABLES ARE AVAILABLE IN ANY COLOUR YOU CHOOSE!

HERO Touch Tables     
Portable interactive activity solutions  
The HERO range of Interactive Touch Tables provides users with a multitude of opportunities 
for presenting and collaborative learning. Using the latest PCAP touchscreen technology, our 
tables incorporate a host of safety features and can be used an array of environments.




